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Abstract 
In recent years, with the rapid development of the national economy, people's 
lives rich; greatly enhance the purchasing power of automobile, and the steam 
locomotive number also increased sharply. With the rapid growth of the number of 
cars, car insurance business volume expanded. Because the automobile insurance 
market has always been the main battlefield of the insurance company, half of China's 
insurance premium income from the total car insurance, how to improve the 
management of auto insurance business, the insurance industry profits directly 
impact the operation of the project, become the most concerned about property 
insurance companies, the insurance business is successful. The vehicle insurance 
claims work is a complex work platform, require the insurance company to have a set 
of standards, the claims system and operating means detailed and perfect, also 
requires employees insurance companies have good occupation attitude and 
occupation accomplishment. Only in this way can we meet the insurance company's 
pursuit of profit in order to disperse the risk of the insured person and make financial 
compensation. 
How can the site survey personnel in a report after the first time quickly 
appeared in place of accident; processing center how to accurate scheduling from the 
accident site nearest to the accident site to check the vehicle minimum operation cost; 
arrived at the scene, all the information in the survey staff how to quickly and 
accurately check the related insurance claims; after the completion of the preliminary 
site survey how fast, accurate feedback the results processing center analysis. 
I through the auto insurance claims survey analysis, eight mobile platform in 
the design of platform business needs the overall design of the system and settlement 
task, case inquiry, past policies and regulations, the case record, home of staff, parts 
management, platform setting and help information module detailed design, program 
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information processing center "and" file transfer platform ", realize the organic 
connection between the platform and the business of the company; establish a 
scientific investigation management platform, the establishment of an effective 
information transmission mechanism, improve the rate of the first scene investigation; 
promote the investigation of vehicle scheduling, reform and save operation cost. The 
whole system has been put into practical operation, on-site survey personnel and 
significantly improve the aging claims processing center. 
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